Dear Parents,

The week has passed by so quickly and I have continued to be impressed with the settled and focused behaviour of the children as they are risk-takers in many new activities. You may now be seeing signs of tiredness at home so good eating and sleeping routines are extra important. See if you are able to plan some quiet weekends too so that your child has some good rest time to prepare them for the next busy week ahead.

Many of you have been or are in the process of arranging play dates with other children in the class. Well done as this supports positive relationship development and confidence at school. Remember that a visit does not need to be long to be of great value. Thank you! I certainly really appreciate your efforts!

Thank you also to those who have sent a family photo to school, (or plastic bags or flowers). We would still love to share more of these as we continue to think and learn about families so send them along next week.

Your child now has some extra picture cards in their word box. They can draw a picture of Mum and Dad to match the words on the cards. These are to help them make simple sentences with their words to put them into a meaningful context. You can have some fun exploring combinations together, for example, ‘I see the cat and a dog.’ Thank you for spending time with your child practicing these and reading the sheets in their word books. Remember that the good routines you are establishing now will make an amazing difference to their progress in the year ahead.

In Week 4 we begin our Letterland Fast Track. This simply means that for the next 2 weeks the children will have a quick introduction to all of the letters in the alphabet before we come back to look at them individually in more detail. It will certainly be lots of fun!

We had our first computer lesson yesterday in the computer pod and the children enjoyed some time on a website called Starfall. This is another great one to visit at home to help your child in the development of their mouse movement skills and to support their letter, sound and word learning. Just go to starfall.com to explore.

Have a wonderful and restful weekend. God bless, Jenny

This week the children will be involved in a Letterland Fast Track.

This week's sight words: was and in.

This means that your child will now have the following words in their word box:
I, and, to, be, the, a, was, in.
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